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The quality factorQ of a damped oscillator equals 2p times the ratio of stored energy to the energy
dissipated per cycle. This makesQ a sensitive probe of energy losses. Using modest equipment, we
measured the acousticalQ for a set of cylindrical pipes having the same resonant frequency, but
different diametersD. The graph ofQ vs D could be well fitted with two parameters, one of which
corresponds to energy loss via radiation from the ends of the pipe, and the other to thermal and
viscous losses very close to the pipe wall. The wall loss parameter was quite constant no matter
where the pipes were located, but the radiative loss parameter varied significantly with location
inside a room, suggesting that room reflections affected the sound radiated from the pipe. This study
offers valuable insights at no great expense, and could be the basis of an upper-division
undergraduate laboratory experiment. ©2001 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A driven acoustical resonator was constructed by placin
speaker near one end of a PVC pipe, open at both end
shown in Fig. 1, in order to determine its acoustical qua
factorQ. The response was obtained via a small, inexpen
microphone in the center of the pipe, and the amplified sig
was sent to an oscilloscope. Three frequencies were m
sured to determineQ: the ‘‘central’’ frequencyf 0 of maxi-
mum response, and the frequencies on either side of 0
where the response is 0.707 of maximum.

Q was found for a set of pipes of different diameters b
all having the same resonant frequency. The graph ofQ ver-
sus diameter for these pipes can be understood in term
two loss mechanisms sketched in this section and more f
explained later in this paper.

Q is the stored energyE divided by the energy loss pe
radian. It may also be expressed asvE/P, wherev is the
angular frequency, andP is the dissipated power. In a cylin
drical pipe, the stored energy is proportional to the cro
sectional area, or toD2, whereD is the pipe inner diameter
The sound power radiated at low frequencies is proportio
to the square of the ‘‘source strength’’~the volume flow
rate!. Since the source strength is proportional to the p
cross-sectional area, the rate of energy radiation is pro
tional toD4. Thus, for losses due to radiation of sound,Qrad

is proportional to 1/D2. The power dissipated very close
the pipe walls, however, is proportional to the pipe circu
ference, which meansQwall is proportional toD. Because the
overall loss rate is the sum of loss rates from the two mec
nisms, the inverses of the separateQ’s add to give the in-
verse of the totalQ: 1/Q51/Qwall11/Qrad. Figures 2–4 il-
lustrate the behavior ofQ vs D: an almost-linear increase o
Q at smallD, then a maximum, and a steep decrease at la
D. This is due to the competition between the two lo
mechanisms.

II. THEORY

A. Quality factor Q

The quality factorQ of an oscillator provides information
about energy dissipation and may be defined as:1
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Q5
energy

energy lost per radian

52p
energy

energy lost per cycle
5

v energy

power dissipated
. ~1!

High Q means that energy dissipation is low, while lowQ
implies large damping of amplitude and energy. Two imp
tant contexts for the quality factorQ are ~1! retention of
energy in a decaying oscillator, and~2! the response of an
oscillator to a sinusoidal driving force.~We are only inter-
ested here in lightly damped oscillators, whoseQ values are
greater than 10.!

Q of a decaying oscillator is a measure of how long ene
is retained. A certain 349-Hz tuning fork rigidly clamped
a bench takes 6 s tohave its amplitude reduced by a factor
e, while the same fork mounted in putty on a benchtop
quires only 4 s for the same reduction in amplitude. Moun
ing in putty reduces the energy more quickly and results i
lower Q ~about 4400 mounted in putty vs 6600 clamped
the bench!.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for measuringQ of an open-ended tube driven b
a loudspeaker. Amplitude of response is registered by a tie-clip microph
centered in the tube, amplified, and sent to an oscilloscope.
311jp/ © 2001 American Association of Physics Teachers
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The theoretical displacement response of three oscilla
to a sinusoidal driving force is shown in Fig. 5. Each osc
lator has the same resonant frequency but different damp
giving Q values of 10, 20, and 30. The response at resona
of each curve is almost exactlyQ times the dc respons
~unity for each oscillator!.

Another feature of a response curve is its ‘‘resonan
width’’ Dv, the frequency difference between points whe
the response is 1/& of the maximum. AsQ increases,Dv
decreases, so the response at higherQ is both higher and
narrower.

The amplitude as a function of time for an underdamp
oscillator is1

y~ t !5Ae2bt cos~v1t1u!. ~2!

~The undamped frequency for this oscillator isv0 . For light
damping, the oscillation frequencyv15Av0

22b2 is very
close tov0 .! Using the definition ofQ as in Eq.~1!, one may
readily show1 for a lightly damped oscillator that

Q5v1/2b. ~3!

For the 349-Hz tuning fork mounted with putty, we find
Q of about 4400 from Eq.~3! with v52p(349) s21 andb
5(1/4) s21. ~b was found by fitting a straight line to the lo
of microphone response versus time.!

When a sinusoidal force of amplitudeF0 drives an oscil-
lator, the steady-state displacement amplitude is1

B5
F0 /m

A~v0
22v2!21~2vb!2

. ~4!

B is a sharply peaked function ofv whenb!v0 . It reaches
a maximum of BR>F0 /(2mv0b) when v5vR

5Av0
222b2 ~very close tov0!. And whenv5v06b, the

Fig. 3. Indoor data with signal averaging. The solid curve is Eq.~10! with
cw51.84 mm21 andcR52.073106 mm2.

Fig. 2. Indoor data from oscilloscope. The solid curve is Eq.~10! with cw

52.01 mm21 andcR54.003105 mm2.
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amplitude isB5BR /&, so it is natural to designateDv
52b as the ‘‘resonance width.’’ Using this in Eq.~3! lets us
write

Q>
v

Dv
>

v

2b
>

f 0

f 22 f 1
, ~5!

where f 0 is the frequency of maximum displacement amp
tude, and f 1 and f 2 are frequencies where the oscillat
steady-state amplitude is 0.707 of the maximum.

From Eq.~4!, the zero-frequency displacement amplitu
is B05F0 /(mv0

2). Using this withBR and Eq.~5! we can
see that the peak response at resonance isQ times the zero-
frequency~dc! response of the oscillator. This indicates th
a high-Q oscillator will give a large amplitude response, b
only very close to its resonant frequency.

B. Viscous penetration depthd

There is an exponential change of fluid velocity nea
solid wall. This is elegantly shown2 by considering a flat
plate in thex–z plane that oscillates sinusoidally in thez
direction. The fluid lying above the plate moves in paral
strata in they direction, acted on only by viscous forces. Th
viscous force per unit area acting across a plane bounda
a fluid is given by

Fvisc

A
5h

]n

]y
5rv

]n

]y
,

wherev is thez velocity, h is the viscosity coefficient,r is
the density, andn is the kinematic viscosity. A thin sheet o
fluid ~areaA, thicknessDy! has two viscous forces acting o
it, one on the top face aty1Dy and another in the opposit

Fig. 4. Outdoor data with signal averaging. The solid curve is Eq.~10! with
cw51.9 mm21 andcR58.53105 mm2.

Fig. 5. Relative response of driven, damped oscillators withQ values of 10,
20, and 30. Response is in arbitrary units with unit response atv50.
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direction on the bottom face at heighty above the oscillating
plate. The net viscous force on the sheet, the sum of th
forces, causes the sheet to accelerate:

Fvisc,net5rADy
]v
]t

5Arn
]2v
]y2 Dy,

or

n
]2v
]y2 5

]v
]t

. ~6!

The z velocity of the sheet is sinusoidal, varying withy, and
is given byv(y,t)5aeivt f (y). Usingv(y,t) in Eq. ~6! gives
n]2f (y)/]y25 iv f (y), which has a solutionf (y)5Ae2my

1Be1my, wherem5Aiv/n5(11 i )/d andd5A2n/v.
We may think ofd as a ‘‘penetration depth’’ for viscou

effects similar to the ‘‘skin depth’’ for electromagnetic field
in a conductor. The value ofn for air at 20 °C is 1.5
31025 m2/s, sod is quite small~at a frequency of 190 Hz
d50.16 mm!.

C. Q from viscous and thermal effects

A wave being attenuated as it travels inz may be written
asy(t)5Ae2az cos(v1t1u), wherea is the absorption coef
ficient as a function of distance. When the absorption
viewed as occurring while the wave travels back and forth
the pipe,z may be replaced byct ~c is the speed of sound!.
This gives the equivalent of Eq.~2! with b5ac.

The effect of viscosity and thermal losses close to
walls of a cylindrical pipe of radiusR is given as an absorp
tion coefficient3–6

a5
dv

2RcF11Ax

n S Cp

Cv
21D G , ~7!

wheren is the kinematic viscosity,Cp and Cv are specific
heat capacities at constant pressure and volume, respect
and x is the thermometric conductivity, defined byx
5~thermal conductivity!/(densityCp).

Using b5ac, and Eq.~7! in Eq. ~3!, we find Q due to
wall effects

Qwall5
R

dF11Ax

n S Cp

Cv
21D G . ~8!

Numerical values from Refs. 4 and 5 in Eq.~8! give for
300 K Qwall5(447.2RAf )/(110.476), wheref is frequency
in hertz andR is in meters. This shows that thermal effec
represent an additional 48% loss at the wall beyond visc
losses. WritingR5D/2 and using a frequency of 190 Hz, w
find

Qwall52.09D,

whereD is in millimeters.

D. Q from radiation of sound

A sphere of radiusR that oscillates radially with maximum
velocity u0 is said to have a source strengthS given by S
54pR2u0 , which is just the maximum flow rate of fluid a
the source radius. This sphere is regarded as a ‘‘sim
source’’ whose radiated power whenka!1 (k52p/l) is
given by7
313 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 3, March 2001
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radiated power5
rck2S2

8p
, ~9!

where r is the density andc is the velocity of sound. In
simple harmonic motion, the total energy may be written
the maximum kinetic energy. Then the total energy in a
lindrical pipe containing a standing sinusoidal wave w
maximum velocityu0 at one end is readily found to beE
5 1

4ru0
2pR2Lpipe. The energy radiated per cycle is pow

divided by frequency, so we may use Eq.~1! to determine
Qrad:

Qrad5
2p f @ 1

4rpR2u0
2Lpipe#

rck2S2/~8p!
.

A pipe open at one end and closed at the other may
regarded as a simple source whose strength isS5pR2u0 , so
the expression for Qrad ~Ref. 7! becomes Qrad

5Lpipec/pR2f . Using c53.443105 mm/s, Lpipe5430 mm,
and f 5190 Hz, we find

Qrad59.913105/D2

with D in millimeters.
These expressions forQrad andQwall also apply to a pipe

open at both ends that has twice the length of the pipe clo
at one end and open at the other.~The Q for a closed–open
pipe is very slightly lower than for the equivalent open–op
pipe due to losses at the end wall.!

III. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

A PVC pipe open at both ends with a speaker near one
was used as a driven acoustical resonator, measured i
lowest mode only. A tie-clip microphone8 on a long cord was
positioned at the center of the pipe by inserting it from o
end. This eliminated the need for drilling a hole through t
pipe wall at the middle of the pipe to allow microphon
placement. Leaks around such a hole were found to serio
affect theQ value. The microphone output went to an aud
amplifier ~an inexpensive microphone and audio amplifie8

worked very well in this experiment!, and then to an oscil-
loscope.~One might also use a true rms voltmeter to meas
the amplified output, although this does not let one see if
amplified signal is clipped or nonsinusoidal.! All pipes reso-
nated close to 190 Hz, with a typical length around 85 c
Because of the end correction9 at each open end, length
varied somewhat, with larger diameter pipes being short

Frequenciesf 0 , f 1 , and f 2 were measured, as mentione
earlier.Q was then calculated using Eq.~5!. We estimate an
uncertainty of up to 10% in theQ values, due to the difficulty
of determining the 0.707 response frequencies.

A PASCO PI-9587C digital function generator10 was used
to drive the speaker. It has excellent low-impedance dr
can be dialed to the desired frequency, and also offers sq
wave output~used when we did signal averaging on the co
puter!. The ease of dialing to 0.01 Hz was a great help in t
experiment. ~A conventional function generator and fre
quency meter, found in most physics labs, would do
same job as the PI-9587C, but would not be as convenie!
313M. J. Moloney and D. L. Hatten
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PVC pipe of various diameters ranging from 0.5 to 4 i
as well as a 6 in. cardboard mailing tube were used for o
measurements. Each pipe was placed at some mod
height~10–50 cm! off a tabletop, with the speaker at rough
a 45° angle from the axis of the pipe, 25–30 cm or so fr
one end of the pipe.

The initial data were taken using an oscilloscope disp
to measure the response amplitude of the microphone. L
we used a computer to average response amplitude
~typically, 200 samples would be averaged! from the micro-
phone, using the square wave output of the PASCO sig
generator as a trigger.

Indoor reflections had an effect on radiated sound from
pipes, which we attempted to remove by making several
of measurements outdoors. Outdoor data were taken at
40 ft from the nearest building, and 6 ft or more above
grassy surface. Although working outdoors effectively
moved the wall and floor effects, it had its own drawbacks
was necessary to cope with transient environmental noi
so quite a bit of repetition was required to make sure th
sounds had not adversely affected the measurements.

IV. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Q values for the various pipe sizes are displayed in F
2–4. Figure 2 shows data taken indoors on the oscillosc
Figure 3 also shows data taken indoors but with compu
signal averaging, while Fig. 4 shows data taken outdo
with computer signal averaging.

We have already noted that 1/Q51/Qwall11/Qrad. At
constant frequency,Qwall5cwD andQrad5cR /D2, wherecR

and cw are constants associated with radiation and w
losses, respectively. This leads toQ being expressed as

Q5
~cwD !~cR /D2!

cwD1cR /D2 . ~10!

At small D, cR /D2@cwD, so Q>cwD, while at largeD,
cwD@cR /D2 and Q>cR /D2. Figures 2–4 accordingly
show a nearly linear increase inQ at smallD, then a maxi-
mum, then roughly a 1/D2 decrease ofQ at largeD.

Table I indicates the theoretical values for thecR andcw
parameters as well as those obtained from the fits to
experimental data for Figs. 2–4. Experimental and theor
cal values ofcw agree well for losses due to viscous a

Table I. A comparison of theoretical and measured loss parameters.

Theory
Figure 2
~indoors!

Figure 3
~indoors!

Figure 4
~outdoors!

CR ~mm2! 9.93105 4.03105 2.13106 8.53105

CW ~mm21! 2.09 2.01 1.84 1.90
314 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 3, March 2001
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thermal effects, but values for the radiative loss parame
cR , range from less than half the theoretical value to m
than twice this value, measured indoors at different lo
tions. Only the data series taken outdoors where room eff
are removed yields a value ofcR close to the theoretica
value.

We believe reflections from nearby surfaces indoors
responsible for the variation in indoorcR values. Such reflec-
tions create pressure waves near each end of the reson
tube, the phase of which will influence the amount of ene
radiated, either enhancing or reducing it. Items such
tables, desks, supporting columns, etc., in the room m
these effects complicated. Our studies so far have not c
fied this effect.

V. CONCLUSION

AcousticQ values were measured for sets of eight to t
pipes of various diameters, all at the same frequency. O
two parameters were needed to fit these data, one for lo
near pipe walls and the other for losses from the pipes du
sound radiation. The graphs ofQ versus pipe diameter nicel
illustrate the competition between energy losses close to
wall and energy losses due to sound radiated from the e
of the pipes.

For data taken outdoors, both parameters are in g
agreement with theory. Indoors there is disagreement
tween the theoretical and experimental sound radiation
rameter. This is apparently due to the phase of reflecti
from nearby surfaces, either enhancing or reducing the ra
tion of sound.

This experiment offers insight into several importa
physical effects, and requires only moderate equipmen
would be a valuable addition to an upper-level undergradu
laboratory.
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